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Softbank Corp Q4: Strong Q4; 2021 guidance ahead at
revenues, and in line on profit

Softbank Corp has reported a strong set of Q4 figures, with numbers beating guidance which itself was raised at Q3. Guidance for 2021 is

well above forecasts at the top line, and in line at EBIT and net profit; which is positive given the history of beating guidance, with the only

negative in guidance a flat dividend forecast at ¥86 whereas we expected an increase to ¥88. Enterprise revenues were strong again at

+9.5% YoY (Q4 10.4%), driven by IoT and other services, and Enterprise EBIT more than doubled on a YoY basis. We think this is a key area

where the upside is substantial in Japan. But most importantly, MSR inflected from -1.5% to +2.1% YoY, with no sign yet of either

increased Rakuten customer adds or price cutting having any effect. The reason: 5G which also drove strong equipment sales (+22%).

With strong equipment sales, margins were down 180bp on a YoY basis, and EBITDA growth slowed to 4.5% from 5.6%, but EBITDA was

still 7% ahead of consensus. Operational guidance for 2021 is generally strong: revenue of ¥5.5trn compares to our forecast (and

consensus) of ¥5.2trn, and implies top line growth of nearly 6%. EBIT of ¥975bn compares to our forecast of ¥955bn (consensus ¥990bn)

and Net profit of ¥500bn compares to our ¥488bn (consensus ¥496bn). The stock has rallied over the last 6 months but remains below

the IPO price yet operationally trends continue to be robust. SoftBank remains our top pick among Japanese telcos.

 

Key takeaways:

Q4 figures were good across the board . ZHD had previously reported, but the new figures released today were strong on the top line

in all areas: Mobile, Enterprise and Distribution. Margins deteriorated but this is probably a function of very strong equipment

revenues, and in any event EBITDA was still 7% above consensus.

Enterprise revenues were very strong: Enterprise revenues were +9.5% (Q4: +10.4%), and Enterprise EBIT more than doubled YoY

(+124%). The company has previously said that Enterprise is entering a period of “explosive” growth. We think demand drivers for

enterprise services such as cloud and IoT are strong in Japan, and this is a core reason for our more bullish view of the Japanese telcos

(especially SB).

Consumer mobile trends also improved, with MSR trends improving from -0.6% to +2.1%, driven by an improvement in ARPU from -

6% to -1.9%. This is highly encouraging as the first quarter including new price plans, it suggests that neither price cuts nor improved

Rakuten customer growth are having an impact on the mobile business. We think the reason is strong 5G take-up which acts to offset

these twin pressures.

Net profit on a reported YoY basis was up 57% on a YoY basis.

Guidance for FY21 is strong. Revenue of ¥5.5trn compares to our forecast (and consensus) of ¥5.2trn, and implies top line growth of
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nearly 6%, after growth of 7% in FY 20. EBIT of ¥975bn compares to our forecast of ¥955bn (consensus ¥990bn) and Net profit of

¥500bn compares to our ¥488bn (consensus ¥496bn). The only negative in guidance is a flat dividend forecast at ¥86 whereas we

expected an increase to ¥88.
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Conclusion:

Figures were strong for SB KK, with strength in all business units. Most important are signs that mobile trends are (so far) unimpacted

by either stronger Rakuten net adds or price cutting. We suspect this is because 5G upselling is offsetting these pressures. The market

remains fundamentally bearish, we think, with most long only funds underweight. We think Softbank’s long term business model which

relies on a much broader business focus than other telcos is likely to lead to market share gains and creates resilience to pressure in

mobile, and enable the company to grow the top line medium term. We remain Buyers, and constructive on Japanese mobile generally.

Our price target is ¥1,975.
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